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DISCLAIMER
This house plan is a guide only. It does not constitute legal or other professional advice. You should seek legal or other professional advice in relation to your specific circumstances before adopting any recommendation made within it e.g. advice on structural engineering or building certification requirements. The Commonwealth does not accept responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of this plan, its fitness for a particular purpose, or compliance with any regulatory requirements and standards. Further, the Commonwealth also disclaims liability, to the extent permitted by law, for any liabilities, losses, damages and costs arising from any reliance on the contents of this plan.

Technical drawings should be read with the Banksia House Cairns Design Options document which includes building specifications and rating information.
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The image contains a technical drawing of Banksia House, designed for Cairns. The drawing includes various sections such as an Alt Floor Plan - Courtyard with specific details like scale, paper size, and date issued. The drawing is a guide and does not constitute legal or other professional advice. It should be read with the Banksia House Cairns 'Design Options' document which includes building specifications and rating information. Technical drawings should be read with the Banksia House Cairns 'Design Options' document which includes building specifications and rating information.